An automatic algorithm for indexing dialogue scenes in multimedia content is proposed. The content is segmented into dialogue scenes using the state transitions of a hidden Markov model (HMM). Each shot is classified using both audio and visual information to determine the statekcene transitions for this model. Face detection and silencdspeech/music classification are the basic tools which are utilized to index the scenes. While face information is extracted after applying some heuristics to skin-colored regions, audio analysis is achieved by examining signal energy, periodicity and zero crossing rate (ZCR) of the audio waveform. The simulation results show the possibility of automatically indexing the dialogues using the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The most critical issue in multimedia management is automation. Since digital multimedia content has been grown enormously within the last decade, the management of this huge content with minimum human involvement requires sophisticated algorithms that run on computers. State-of-the-art algorithms usually extract only primitive descriptions (such as color, shape, etc.) automatically from the data for indexing purposes [ 11. However, the relations between these low-level primitive features and the desired high-level semantic descriptions are still unclear. A typical example of such a high-level description is detecting and indexing the dialogues between people within a fiction entertainment content (e.g. movies). Such an analysis is necessary for abstraction purposes since it gives a more efficient representation compared to video summaries obtained by assigning one key-frame per shot. Even the genre of the movies can be extracted from this semantic information.
0-7803-6725-1/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE 2. SCENE ANALYSIS While a shot is usually defined as a single continuous recording of a camera, a scene consists of concatenation of shots (combined during editing stage), possibly recorded at the same location and presenting a meaningful part of the whole story. Finding semantically meaningful parts of the story (i.e. scene analysis) is a necessary and challenging step in multimedia indexing.
Multi-modal Scene Analysis
Multi-modal analysis combines different components belonging to the same information content. In other words, for a movie, one might integrate video, audio, closedcaption or textual overlay information together for different applications. Although, it has obvious advantages over uni-modal analysis, the fusion of data with different hue is still a difficult problem to solve. Multi-modal approaches have been investigated for shot-boundary detection [2] speaker-dependent temporal indexing [3], story unit identification [4] and violent scene detection [5] while showing improvements over uni-modal counterparts.
Dialogue Scene Analysis
Although it is very difficult to give a precise definition, a dialogue scene can be defined as a set of consecutive shots which contain conversations between a number of people. There are two challenging goals for dialogue scene analysis : determining a dialogue as a whole (neither totally missing it nor erroneously dividing it into multiple sub-dialogues) and finding the boundaries of a dialogue with a good accuracy (which can be quite subjective in some cases).
A dialogue scene requires three elements at the same time; some people, their conversation and a location. Obviously, the importance (requirement) of these three components might differ. Although, there might be various ways to extract these elements from the content, one way to achieve this goal is to detect faces for determining the existence of people, to analyze audio track for conversations and to extract some visual clues for location information.
The analysis of a dialogue scene can be achieved by using either a deterministic or a probabilistic approach. While the deterministic methods usually cluster consecutive shots by utilizing appropriate measures [6,4], the probabilistic methods use hidden Markov models (HMM) to represent their states (i.e. scenes) in the content [7, 8, 9] . Although, both approaches are still quite immature and there is no fair comparison yet, HMM-based formulation looks more promising due to two factors [7] . The first reason lies within the random behavior of any natural language which does not permit to put a number of deterministic rules to model this behavior. As the second reason, following the analogy between spoken and visual languages (cinema), statistical models are also expected to parse the shots of a movie (like the phonemes of a word) better compared to non-statistical approaches. Moreover, clustexing is not flexible enough to parse video programs into useful syntactic stiuctures [7] .
HIDDEN MARKOV MODELING OF SCENES
Hidden Markov Models are powerful statistical tools which have been successfully utilized in speech recognition and speaker identification fields [lo] . Recently, they have also found applications in contentbased video indexing area for solving video scene segmentation [7, 8, 9] . The most critical design issues for HMM-based modeling are defining the hidden states, finding their toplagy and deciding on the observable values at each state. After these initial design steps, determining the statistical parameters (Baum-Welch algorithm [lo]) and finding a state-sequence for an input (Viterbi algorithm [lo]) have well-known solutions.
For dialogue scene modeling, assigning the scenes of the content to the states of the HMM is the most straightforward approach. According to the scene classifications of content producers, such as establishing scene, dialogue scene, etc., the states of the model can be determined. For the structure, the HMM states can be connected to each other using different HMM topologies.
One possibility is a left-to-right HMM state diagram ( Fig.1.a) while another is a circular Hh4M (pig. 1.b). Finally, at each hidden state, there must be some observable output symbols with some associated probabilities. The observable symbols are important factors which determine the performance of the model. For =-based dialogue scene analysis, the output symbols can be obtained by fusing conversation, face and location descriptions.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The block-diagram of the simulated system is shown in Fig.2 . In this system, as a first step, it is necessary to decode and demultiplex the compressed input bit-stream (consisting of audio and video data) into its audio and video components. After video signals are parsed into shots using one of the shot-boundary detection algorithm, shot information is used in audio analysis to determine whether the audio track of that shot contains speech (T), silence (S) or music (M) content.
Shot segmented video is further examined to detect faces within h e s for each shot. If there exists a face in a shot, it is labeled as 0, if not, no-face (N) is assumed. The Token Generator (Fig.2 ) simply combines the output of three analysis kernels to obtain one token for each shot. For example, a shot of a movie at a new location without a human face and some music in the background will be represented with the token MNC (i.e. Changed location, with No-face and Music at the background). Hence, the token generator will represent each shot from all possible combinations of sets (S,T,M), (F,N) and (C,U). Finally, the model parameters (state change and state output probabilities) are used to obtain the best state sequence corresponding to input sequence by dynamic programming (i.e. Viterbi algorithm).
AUTOMATIC INDEXING OF DIALOGUES
As previously mentioned, three fundamental elements of a dialogue (people, conversation, location) can be extracted using face, audio and visual analysis, respectively. Intuitively, location information is the least required in a dialogue and some simple histognun-based compaTisons may give some idea for location changes. However, face and audio analysis require more sophisticated methods.
Face Detection
Face detection is a quite mature topic with diverse solutions [ 111. Most of these approaches are based on the simple fact that human skin color occupies a very narrow region in any 3-D color space. Hence, the segmentation of image points belonging to this region in the color space gives a good initial estimate of the skin-colored regions. The boundaries of a skin-color region (in polar coordinates) in YUV-color space is summarized as below: Although there are m r e sophisticated algorithms to validate the existence of a face for a skin-colored region, some simple heuristics still help to detect faces. The proposed heuristics are based on some geometrical attributes of the human face, which is assumed to be recorded in a fiction entertainment content. First of all, the face region should be a convex area whose size is within some upperflower bounds proportional with the image. Moreover, the aspect ratio of a face region must be within some limits. Finally, in most of the movie content, face is usually located in the center-part of a video frame. Using these heuristic rules, a shot is labeled as 0, if the majority of the h e s within a shot contains skin-colored region(s) whose area and location obey the heuristics. Note that these heuristics can be increased (e.g. circularity of the region, detection of eyedmouth, etc.) while compromising fiom complexity.
Audio Analysis
Audio analysis is achieved based on an algorithm in [4] . According to this algorithm, an audio track is segmented into four classes as, silence, speech, music and noise. Since noise is not included in the proposed HMMbased system, the audio frames for this class is discarded while assigning an audio token to the current video shot.
The segmentation process begins with calculating the energy of audio segments. If this energy is consistently below an adaptive threshold for consecutive segments (checked via a finite-state-machine), then all these segments are labeled as silence (S). Otherwise, these highenergy segments are checked for periodicity using an autocorrelation function. Since both voiced sounds and music may have significant peaks in their autocorrelation function, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) [4] of these signals is also measured. ZCR detects abrupt changes which should occur in speech signals due to existence of both voiced (low ZCR) and unvoiced (high ZCR) sounds. Music signals (M) are detected by a significant periodicity with small changes in ZCR.
SIMULATIONS
Simulations are conducted in two phases. In the first phase, we have compared different topologies, different observation symbol sets and the effects of different training data on HMM-based dialogue scene analysis, assuming that all such low level descriptors are manually extracted from training and test data sets. [9] . In the second phase of experiments, using the "best" selections of iirst part, the automatic face indexing system is tested. During our simulations, audio-visual content from MPEG- training and test purposes. The groundtruth data is obtained by assigning every shot to a "true" state/scene, subjectively.
Manually Extracted Descriptors following observations have been made :
These experiments are explained in detail in [8, 9] . The Left-to-right topology has given the best results, but it creates problems in practice (number of scenes is unknown) : use circular topology For circular topology, utilization of audio and face information gives the most consistent results for different test and training data : use face and audio together Location information may improve the results of scene detection, based on face and audio in some cases but location change is difficult to extract reliably : discard location change information For more reliable HMM parameters, we require more data to estimate probabilities : increase training data
Automatically Extracted Descriptors
Following the observations for the first part of simulations, a 2-state (dialoguelnon-dialogue) circular HMM topology is utilized in the second part of the simulations. Only face and audio classification are used as observable system parameters. Since the low volume of the training data is still an existing problem apart from training the system (with all the available data) to detedne the probabilities, a heuristic approach is also tested. In this approach, the system probabilities for observing face and audio classes in a dialogue and a nondialogue scene are assigned based on experience and kept constant during all simulations.
In order to determine the system performance, two quality measures, RI and RZ are employed [9] . RI simply determines the ratio of "correct" scene assignments to total number of shots with respect to the groundtruth. RZ parameter is defined as the d o of correct scene assignments to the total number of scenes, either dialogue or non-dialogue. For this parameter, the transition points between scenes do not need to be exact but a disjoint scene is necessary for accepting a correct scene detection. 
CONCLUSIONS
A novel automatic scene detection and indexing algorithm is presented with multi-modal inputs and a probabilistic modeling. Following the results of simulations for manually extracted data, an automatic system is designed, capable of indexing semantic information from low-level primitives. The proposed approach is a promising path for linking basic features to high-level information. 
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